
Fence, Shed & Barn Paint

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Tough, versatile, and easy-to-use paint for external wood. Ideal for fences, sheds, barns, 
furniture, cladding and more. Fast drying, washable and provides long lasting impact 
resistance and protection.

100% VOC-FREE AND ODOUR-FREE

No solvents or spirits are release into atmosphere when using 
this product. Perfect for use where a non-hazardous product would 
be preferred, such as education healthcare, occupied commercial 
and public buildings. Also safe for internal use.

All-in-one product (primer, undercoat, and topcoat)

Fast drying

Decorates, protects, and rejuvenates

Flash point

Coverage

Appearance

Solid content

Viscosity @ 23°C

Drying time

n/a

12-14m2/litre

As per colour choice

38%

28 seconds

Touch dry 15 to 20 minutes

Water-based coating 
with high build acrylic 
polymer resins 

Microporous 
and breathable

Alkali resistant

Resists cracking 
and flaking

100% VOC-free

Heat resistant 
to 80oC

Quick drying – 
recoatable in 4hrs 

Non-flammable

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

SURFACE PREPARATION

The substrate must be sound, dry, and free from oil and grease. Cleaning should be carried out with liquid 
detergent solution, rinsed with clean water, and allowed to dry.



EYE CONTACT

Remove contact lenses. Irrigate copiously with clean, fresh water for at least 10 minutes, holding lids apart. 
Seek medical advice. 

INHALATION

Seek fresh air, keep patient warm and at rest. If breathing is irregular or stopped administer artificial 
respiration. Give nothing by mouth. If unconscious place in the recovery position. Seek medical advice. 

SKIN CONTACT

Remove contaminated clothing, wash skin thoroughly with soap and water, or use a proprietary skin cleanser. 
Do not use solvents or thinners. Seek medical advice if symptoms persist. 

INGESTION

If accidentally swallowed, DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. Keep at rest and obtain medical attention, show 
the container label. Protection of first aiders: No action shall be taken involving any personal risk or without 
suitable training.

FIRST AID

Surfaces which are contaminated with lichen or moss should be brushed clean, treated with Anti-Fungal 
Wash, and allowed to dry.

Any structural repairs should be carried out before application.

APPLICATION

Suitable for brush, roller, or spray application (dilute with 10% water if spraying). No primer or undercoat is 
necessary unless used on ferrous metal or where staining could occur. For very porous substrates thin the first 
coat with 30% water.

For best results apply to a touch dry surface, and at temperatures between 10°C to 32°C. Do not apply at 
temperatures below 8°C. Ensure good ventilation during and after application. Wear gloves, goggles, and 
suitable PPE.

Optimum hardness is reached after 2 weeks. Ensure good ventilation during application and drying.

STORAGE GUIDELINES

Store indoors, away from direct sunlight in original container, in a dry place at temperature between 
5 and 40°C.

Keep out of reach of children. 

Shelf life is 12 months under above mentioned storage conditions.



The advice and information given in this data sheet is given freely and in good faith 
and is based upon data that we believe is reliable. The data herein is based on 

extensive laboratory testing and experience, but we cannot test for every eventuality. 
It remains the customers responsibility to ensure the product is fit for intended purpose. 
Trade Coatings cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the product and cannot 

be held responsible for results obtained.
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